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Full	Throttle	Update:	Mission	FoC	Commercials

Shot Shot Description Audio

1

Wide shot of the galaxy. Space ship 
comes into frame. Cut to:

2

View of the galaxy from inside the 
cockpit. A HUD of the galaxy map is 
already visible. A warning notification 

pops up on screen: "LOW FUEL!"

Captain's V.O. "OK, its time we 
continue our mission -- but first, it 

looks like we'll need to refuel."

Episode 4: GSTV

CREW	CALL	:	000

Boards
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3

Snap zoom into a marker on the galaxy 
map that reads: "Nearest refuelling 

station"
Captain's V.O. "...Let's go!"

4

Exterior of ship going into hyperspace ADVENTUROUS MUSIC SWELLS

5
View from cockpit as spaceship comes 

out of hyperspace and lands on the 
Interglactic GSTV Refuelling Station. 
HUD overlay pops up: "Intergalactic 
GSTV Refuelling Station" and shows 

company stats. The station is filled with 
many pumps orbited by floating TV 

screens. Other ships (w/ FoC company 
logos) are pulling in and out of the 

Station to refuel.

Captain's V.O. "This is the 
Intergalactic Gas Station TV 

Refuelling Station. It appears they 
have revolutionized the refuelling 

experience."
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6

Exterior on spaceship from behind. 
Camera holds static wide as the ship 

takes off for the station.

Captain's V.O. "Let's take a closer 
look."

7

Side track with the space ship as it 
weaves past floating TV screens 
towards the station. Floating TV 

screens w/ advertising pass in the 
foreground so we can see the 

advertisements they are playing 
(NOTE: use GSTV clients and/or FoC 

Brand Ads on screen)

Captain's V.O. "Companies can buy 
time on these screens to advertise 

their products."
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9

Exterior of spaceship as it flies away to 
the refuelling pump. Camera holds 

static wide.

Captain's V.O. "All topped off. Onto 
the next mission!"

8

View from the cockpit as the ship 
approaches a pump. Several TV 

screens pass through the foreground as 
we approach. As we land on a pump a 
TV screen flies up to us and hovers in 
front of our cockpit. The GSTV leader 

comes on screen and gives the elevator 
pitch. At the end a notification pops up 
on screen that says "Fuel Tank Full"

Captain's V.O. "And who makes a 
better audience than travellers who 

having nothing better to do while 
they're refuelling?" GSTV Leader: 
"Welcome to the Gas Station TV 
Intergalactic Refuelling Station, 

space travellers. Whether you want 
to reach active shoppers, millennials 

or homeowners Gas Station TV 
delivers over 150 million Nielse-

verified monthly viewers attached to 
your messages with an 8-foot rubber 
hose. No DVRs, ad-skipping, or bots- 
just real people watching your ads. 

Its the galaxy's number 1 video 
network at the pump! So long!"


